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A Positive Approach to
Communicating with
Expatriates
Dea McKenzie
n the rush to get the right people in the right
job in the right country, employers often set
themselves up for disaster by communicating
ineffectively—or not communicating at all—with
expatriates and their families. Caught up in the
multitude of logistics involved with international
assignments, human resources may not adequately prepare assignees for the initial move and, more
generally, forget to spread the good word about
what the company is doing on behalf of all expatriates and their families.
Why is this blatant self-promotion so important
for employers? By disseminating information
about expatriates, the company underscores the
importance of the international program to its
operation. Failing to do so shortchanges its efforts,
often resulting in an unsatisfied and unproductive
workforce—which may lead to failed assignments.
The article will discuss this reason and others for
developing a communication strategy, as well as
practical pointers for implementing the plan.

I

Designing a Communication Plan: Why Bother?

The development of a formal communication
plan for international assignments is driven by
concrete reasons that can be categorized as
administrative, strategic, and humane:
• Administrative. Bringing together out-of-date,
fragmented information into a cohesive expa-
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Communicating with Expatriates continued

T H E I M P O R TA N C E O F A P O L I C Y A U D I T

Whether developing a new expatriate policy or
revising a current program, a comprehensive communication audit may uncover “fixable” issues that
otherwise lead to confusion, misperception, and
inconsistency. Many times these issues are known
within the organization, but are not communicated
upward from administrators to management (or
vice versa). An audit can help identify all the issues
and get them on the table for discussion, analysis,
and resolution. For example:
• In some cases, a current policy may no longer
accomplish its original goal or may be based on a
goal that is outdated. Consider a policy that was
developed under a paternalistic philosophy, where
expatriates were typically at a very senior level and
received much hand-holding from international
administrators. As the company expanded globally, management pulled assignees from all organizational levels and encouraged them to
self-manage many assignment logistics. Over the
years, although HR updated some policies, the
moving expense reimbursement policy still
requires administrators to directly coordinate

triate policy avoids confusion for management
(both in the home office and locally in the assignment location), administrators, expatriates, and
their families—all of whom play a role in making
the assignment successful. (See “The Importance
of a Policy Audit.”) Having a documented, standardized policy helps curtail negotiation of “special deals” for certain expatriates. When such
exceptions are made, expatriates—those with
(and without) these special deals—perceive policy administration to be inequitable, inconsistent,
and inefficient. Clearly communicating policy
also prevents unnecessary time spent by HR staff
responding to questions. Further, having a policy
that is accessible and not treated as a secret document empowers assignees and encourages selfservice (which is ultimately less burdensome on
administrators).
• Strategic. If the company seeks recognition as a
leading-edge employer, the expatriate program
can be an effective means to help persuade candidates to accept employment. In addition, an
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many of the relocation logistics, thereby defeating
the expatriate empowerment approach.
• Oftentimes, a discrepancy exists between current
administrative documentation and what is communicated to expatriates. For instance, when a
company stopped providing a car allowance,
management forgot to exclude related language
in all versions of its assignment letters.
• Through a simple policy review, an employer that
prides itself on being progressive may be embarrassed to discover that no spousal support assistance is offered, resulting in a significant gap in
its otherwise competitive policy—and one that
may carry much weight in the selection and
acceptance stage.
Auditing the policy to catch such discrepancies is a
proactive approach that can pay off in less confusion
and fewer disgruntled expatriates. It also opens the
door to fine-tuning policy details before communicating it to the intended audience, giving management a definite advantage.

established brand—proudly communicated—
can demonstrate the program’s value not only to
candidates but also to existing expatriates, family
members, and other company employees.
• Humane. Reaching out to the expatriate family
provides concrete evidence of the company’s
support. Open and honest two-way interaction
between expatriates and management helps
establish positive employee relations, especially if
both parties maintain contact throughout the
lifecycle of an assignment.
Following this logic, it is easy to see why employers should make the effort to devise a communication strategy. Getting it to work is the next
challenge.
Implementation: It All Comes Down to Sales
and Marketing

After a policy that balances both the corporate budget and expatriate needs has been initially established (or audited and revised), HR faces the next

critical stage: marketing (i.e., communicating) the
service (i.e., policy) in a way that speaks directly to
its customers (i.e., expatriates and their families). In
other words, you have to sell the program to expatriates. Why? Because you have to get them to buy in
to it. And buying in means that they believe in it,
follow it, know their responsibilities, and will selfserve, where appropriate.
How do employers effectively market the policy
to assignees? By creating a communication plan
that (1) views the program from the perspective of
the assignee and family, and (2) continually relays
key messages—that is, how the company will support assignees and what the employer requires of
them—throughout the entire lifecycle of the assignment. The following steps are essential to consider
when designing an effective communication plan:
• Cover each and every milestone within the lifecycle of the assignment, whether short-term or
long-term. These milestones include the selection process, assignment acceptance, pre-assignment planning and preparation, on assignment,
nearing the end of the assignment, repatriation,
and possible re-assignment.
• Develop appropriate messages that address corporate goals for each milestone. For example,
during the candidate selection phase, the communication objectives are to attract potential
assignees, show corporate and management
commitment, and allow the candidate and family
to make comfortable, informed decisions. The
messages may include: how the international
assignment program works, points that the expatriate and family should consider in making their
decision, life in the assignment location, and testimonials from former expatriates.
• Consider the best delivery method for each message (see “How the Message Is Delivered”).
Depending on the level of sensitivity necessary
and/or stage of the assignment experience, a personalized message—as opposed to a standardized
document—may best demonstrate the communication’s significance and need for attention.

HOW THE MESSAGE IS DELIVERED

In determining how best to reach an expatriate
audience, consider existing vehicles that may
already be available:
• Is there a corporate newsletter? Does it or could
it contain a special insert for expatriates?
• Do expatriates use a certain area within the
company intranet to access resources?
• Is there an expatriate-specific e-mail box?
• Have expatriates established an informal network that utilizes any form of formalized communication (e.g., a flyer for upcoming events).
The following vehicles are common in communicating international assignment policy. Information
may be disseminated in printed hard copy or via
electronic means:
• Monthly newsletters
• Selection process and recruitment packages
• Assignment letters and communication to family
members
• Program philosophy and data methodology
statements
• Standardized policy manuals
• Communication on change in policy or in goods
and services differential/index, and transition
period for those changes
• Special notice payroll stuffers and e-mails
• Relocation and repatriation workbooks
• Surveys and questionnaires
• Intranet or extranet sites dedicated to expatriate needs

• Sponsor a group discussion and brainstorming
session with representatives from any and all parties who have a vested interest in the expatriate
program. Not only will this action yield important input and ideas, it will also help establish
support for and cooperation with the overall
effort. Attendees from within the company
and/or external resources may include the following: project manager/team leader, business
line representative, program administrators from
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Is there a topic you’d like to see covered in ORC’s Innovations in International
HR? Let us know! Send an e-mail to virginia.mcmorrow@orcww.com with your
suggestions and comments.

the home and field offices, technical advisor, corporate communication staff member, writer,
graphic designer, print production manager, web
designer, IT staff—and anyone else who would be
considered a “stakeholder” in the international
assignment program.
• Assign an internal project “owner” and enlist
external support where special expertise is needed.
Requiring all parties to have accountability—for
their own tasks, schedules, and deadlines—will
ensure that the communication plan is carried
out in a timely manner and that all objectives are
met. The internal project owner should track
each phase: drafting, technical review, management approvals, layout and proofing, and technical testing.
• Monitor the plan’s effectiveness and efficiency by
using various quantitative and qualitative measures. Plan all metrics in advance of the rollout of
the communication campaign.
• Stick to the plan. Once it is developed, and the
intention communicated to those involved in the
expatriate process, follow the plan. Deviating
from the plan without a legitimate reason carries
the risk of negative feedback from disappointed
or skeptical expatriates.

troublesome issues that are easily resolved if caught
early, such as:

Designing and implementing an effective communication program is not an impossible task, but
it is not necessarily a walk in the park either. To be
successful, a communication plan needs financial
backing, as well as a firm commitment from all parties, particularly senior management. Be aware of

When you look at these statements together, it
becomes clear that communicating international
assignment policy is aimed at a greater goal—
ensuring that the expatriate and family are happy,
satisfied, and able to focus on building or sustaining
business for the company.

• How effectively (or ineffectively) the team’s commitment has translated into day-to-day reality
• Whether or not the project is being recognized as
a priority
• What appropriate resources (internal and/or
external) are available
• Whether or not these resources are able to meet
project deadlines
• If there is regular two-way communication with
management so that project issues can be quickly
raised and resolved
Communication, Plain and Simple

Before developing the details of a communication
strategy, consider these two seemingly unrelated
statements:
• The purpose behind any communication effort is
to deliver the right message to the right people at
the right time to elicit the desired action.
• First and foremost, expatriates are employees; the
international assignment is just a means of getting their job done.

Dea McKenzie, a communication consultant for ORC Worldwide, is based in New York. For more information
about designing an expatriate communication plan, contact Ms. McKenzie at dea.mckenzie@orcww.com or
your ORC consultant.
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